


ERROR DETECTION(Q1 TO Q5)



1. The reports suggested that (1)/ some

animals is (2)/ likely to be extinct (3)/

in the near future. (4)

A. 1

B. 2

C. 3

D. 4

E. No Error
Option B

Correction: Replace is with 

are



2. a) Having a visionary and motivating

leader, / (b) she thinks out of the box

and / (c) has her own style of doing

things, one of which / (d) is treating and

respecting her employees as assets,

/(e) No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace “Having” 

with “Being”



3. a) Farmers bear three-fourth of / (b) the

production cost while the balance one-

fourth / (c) is paid by the government

as subsidy / (d) directly to the fertilizer

markers. / (e) No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace 

“three-fourth‟ with “three 

fourths‟



4. a) The implementation of the Sixth

Pay Commission / (b) in 2008-09

and resultant wage increase / (c)

have had a positive rub-off / (d) on

sales in urban markets. / (e) No

error
Answer: b)

Explanation: Insert „the‟ 

before „resultant‟



5. a) The governments keenness to keep

inflation beyond check / (b) to provide

room for the RBI to cut interest rates

further / (c) may restrain it from providing

any big relief / (d) to farmers by way of

higher MSPs. / (e) No error

Answer: a)

Explanation: Replace “beyond‟ with 

“under‟



PHRASE REPLACEMENT (Q6 TO Q10)



6. The villagers informed the state 

forest department, but by the time 

officials reached there nearly six 

trees had already been cut. 

01. Near six trees already have

02. Nearly six trees already has

03. Near six trees have had already

04. Nearly six already trees had 

05. No correction required

Answer: 5)

No correction 

required



7. Biodegradable waste is collected daily 

and dispose off by either composting 

or feeding to cattle. 

01. Collected daily and disposed off

02. Collected daily but disposing off

03. Collect daily and dispose off

04. Collects daily or disposes off

05. No correction required

Answer: 1)

Both the verbs will be used in 

past form



8. Sometimes, policemen temporarily confiscate 

the motorcycles of riders without helmets 

asking for to gone and buy helmets.

01. Asked them to have and bought

02. Asked her to go and buying

03. Asking them to go and buy

04. Ask them to gone and bought

05. No correction required
Answer: 3)

‘Asking them to go and buy’ 

means ‘demand them to 

possess’



9. The education system should be such

that the children should love and enjoy

the learning process and should motivate

them to gone to school.

01. Motivates their to go

02. Motivated their to gone

03. Motivate them to go

04. Motivates them for go

05. No correction required
Answer: 3)

‘Them’ refers to ‘children’- in the 

sentence



10. The list of available drugs will have 

to be displays at all medical centres.

01. Will have to be displayed

02. Will be to displayed

03. Will have been to display

04. Will have being displaying

05. No correction required

Answer: 1)

After ‘be’ past participle form 

of verb is to be used



FILL IN THE BLANKS (Q11 TO Q15)

In each of these questions, two 

sentences (I) and (II) are given . Each 

sentence has a blank in it. Five words 

(1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) are suggested. 

Out of these, only one fits at both the 

places in the context of each sentence. 

Number of that word is the answer.



11. (I) Nurses have to work _____ hours.

(II) She usually wears _____ skirts and 

shirts.

01. early

02. latest

03. long

04. casual

05. designer Solution- 3

long



12. (I) The ______ of his wife was a great 

blow to him. 

(II) She will be a great ______ to the 

school.

01. tribute

02. departure

03. profit

04. death

05. loss

ANS-5 In the first sentence loss 

means death, in the second 

sentence loss means the 

disavantage that is caused 

when somebody leaves.



13. (I) She is collecting _______ for her 

latest novel.

(II) The company produces its own 

training ______.

01. brands

02. ideas

03. things

04. material

05. matter

4)Material

In the first sentence material 

means information or ideas 

used in books. 

In the second sentence 

material means things that are 

needed to do particular



14. (I) We must take ____ steps to deal 

with the problem.

(II) We have no _____ evidence that she 

was involved in his murder.

01. good

02. legal

03. authorized

04. another

05. positive

In the first sentence 

positive means effective 

and useful. In the second 

sentence positive means 

conclusive.



15. (I) There is no simple _____ for 

unemployment in India.

(II) Concoction is an excellent ______ for 

sore throats.

01. solution

02. remedy

03. way

04. medicine

05. technique

2)remedy

In the first sentence remedy 

means solution.

In the second sentence remedy 

means a treatment or medicine 

to cure.



WORD REPLACEMENT (Q16 TO Q18)

In each of the following questions 

four words are given in bold. Which 

of the following words must replace 

each other so that the sentence 

becomes contextually correct and 

meaningful. If the sentence is 

correct as it is, choose option (e) 

as your answer. 



16. Summer is the (1)warmest season of (2) 

the entire (3) northern in the (4)year 

hemisphere.

a. 2-3

b.1-4

c.3-4

d.1-2

e.No change
Answer: c)

Solution:

‘Northern’ and ‘year’ 

are to be replaced by 

each other.



17. During the (1)children months, the

(2)winter wear (3)thick coats and gloves

to (4)keep their hands warm.

a.2-4

b.1-2

c.2-3

d.1-3

e.No change
Answer: b)

Children’ and ‘winter’ are to 

be replaced by each other.



18. The professor’s (1)habit of going 

(2)from one (3)tangent to another 

(4)makes it very hard for me to learn.

a.1-2

b.2-3

c.1-3

d.1-4

e.No change Answer: e)

No change



19. The billionaire (1)millions kept his

(2)businessman stashed under his bed,

too (3)stingy to (4)spend a single dollar.

a. 1-2

b.2-4

c.3-4

d.1-3

e.No change Answer: a)

‘Millions’ and 

‘businessman’ are to be 

replaced by each other.



20. Unsure if (1)she should turn in 

(2)her coworker for (3)stealing, the 

cashier faced a (4)moral dilemma.

a.1-2

b.3-4

c.2-4

d.1-4

e.No change Answer: e)

No change




